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1 Environmental issues from earlier GRIP stages

4.1

List the key environmental and stakeholder issues/actions that were identified during the earlier GRIP Stages
1/2/3) that need to be carried forward for further management.
Project Description
The proposed project seeks to run passenger services between Severn Beach and Bath Spa, with a new turn back facility at
Bathampton Junction. It is the intention to re-instate the current disused line between Portbury Junction and Portishead and run
a new passenger service between Portishead and Bathampton, along with two new stations at Portishead and Pill. Associated
works on the route, between Parson Street and Bristol Temple Meads, will also be required.
The objective is to run half hourly services in peak hours and hourly in non-peak hours from Portishead to Bristol Temple
Meads; and half hourly all day on the Severn Beach and Bath lines. The service pattern will be between Portishead, Bath and
Severn Beach stations with a number of intermediate stops in between, utilising a new turnback facility at Bathampton.
A GRIP 3 Environmental Appraisal was produced in September 2010. The project has now reverted, in April 2014, to the GRIP
2 stage and has been re-appraised. The main issues that are identified and which need to be carried forward for further
management are summarised below and are separated into planning, construction and operational issues/actions:
Planning Issues:
•

The land between 127m 79ch to 29m 20ch on the POD ELR, now belongs to North Somerset Council who have
purchased the three miles of disused track to safeguard the route.

•

Access points for maintenance along the three mile disused section of the route, emergency services access at Pill
Tunnel, and for new stations at Portishead and Pill, may require Network Rail to purchase land.

•

The land between 127m 79ch to 29m 20ch on the POD ELR is a redundant railway line. As this was previously an
operational railway line there is a possibility it could be contaminated land. Ground investigation (GI) works which are
currently being undertaken by URS will confirm the extent of contamination.
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•

The project will require either a Transport Works Act Order (TWAO) or a Development Consent Order (DCO).

•

There is a station house along the disused section of line (former Portbury station) which is now privately owned. The
property will be next to the operational line, consequently the owner may put in an objection to any planning proposal. A
public engagement strategy will need to be developed in order to deal with issues like this which may develop.

•

The three miles of disused line is overgrown with vegetation, this poses an ecological risk as habitats have been created
which can potentially provide habitat for protected species. An ecologist was present during initial vegetation clearance
works for the GI to safeguard nesting birds, badgers, reptiles and other potential ecological concerns. An updated Phase
2 report will need to be undertaken to highlight areas of ecological concern.

•

Vegetation clearance will need to be carried out inside the Avon Gorge, approximately 115 m from the 122m 30c mile
post and the Ham Green area. The Avon Gorge is a SSSI between 122m 30c to 124m 30c and the Ham Green Area is
also within the SSSI. Natural England will need to be informed and consent granted to carry out any vegetation
clearance in these areas. The vegetation management standard (NR/L2/TRK/5201) must be applied which gives
guidelines for the management of line side vegetation.

•

The Portishead end of the line is in a populated residential area, which may have design implications.

•

The freight line runs along the River Avon, through the Avon Gorge, and goes under the Clifton Suspension Bridge. An
old tow path has been converted to a cycle path. This cycle path will need to be redirected away from the proposed train
line.

•

A track is still in place for virtually the whole route of the three mile disused section, which will have to be removed. A
waste management plan will need to be developed for the project in order to meet sustainability objectives and waste
standards as well as to make determinations on the potential to recycle the existing infrastructure material.
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Construction Issues:

•

Reinstating the three miles of the disused section will involve considerable earthworks, to build a stabilised track
formation. This will require a detailed construction strategy.

•

Track work along the existing freight line is required, which will require some removal of contaminated spoil. GI results
will determine the level of contamination and procedures for removal will need to be dictated in a waste management
plan.

•

An Arboriculture Report was produced in July 2007 between the route 125m 29ch to 12m 40ch. Giant Knotweed was
discovered along this route closest to the site of the proposed Portishead station. Before any construction activities are
undertaken this will need to be removed.

•

There will be an increase in noise during the works. For the disused line, the work is most likely to be conducted during
day light hours. For the operational section, the work will most likely be undertaken during the night and at weekends. A
noise assessment will be required which will include modelling, this will need to be taken into consideration and applied
through the use of a construction strategy.

•

Access points are limited on the current freight line and non-existent on the disused section. There is a proposal to open
up new permanent access points along the whole route. These may be implemented near or adjacent to dwellings.

•

The road at Quays Avenue will require traffic management during the works to construct the bridge and new road layout.

•

Reinstating the disused line will result in heavy vehicular traffic during construction – to access the line, remove spoil and
deliver material. The design team will need to give careful consideration to construction logistics; this issue will also need
to be considered in a Transport Assessment within the EIA.

•

The position of Portishead station has yet to be agreed. Major road works at Portishead will be required at Quays
Avenue. Construction Logistics Plan and the Transport Assessment will be required as well as several months of traffic
surveys to support this.

Operational Issues:
•

There is a new housing development close to the proposed reinstated line at Portishead. Although the community is
apparently supportive of the project, the reality of having an operational railway close to their homes may generate
complaints, due to a change in the noise climate. Residents at Pill have made complaints regarding the noise from the
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freight services. The proposed project may therefore meet with opposition from these residents, as well as complaints
during operation. The public engagement and consultation strategy is critical to mitigate this risk.
•

There will be new pedestrian movements at the new Portishead and Pill stations. Pedestrian flow modelling should be
considered.

•

A lake exists close to the former Ham Green Halt station. This lake is apparently exposed to contamination due to track
drainage problems through Pill Tunnel. The proposed works at Pill tunnel should take this into consideration and seek to
alleviate the drainage problems associated with the contamination.

•

There is a known issue at Pill regarding the noise of the freight trains. To help reduce the noise, a 10mph speed
restriction has been imposed as a good-will gesture. As the frequency of services through Pill will increase as a result of
the new passenger services, this may reignite the whole debate. Although the project will be looking at ways to mitigate
this issue, reducing the noise to a tolerable level may be a challenge but can possibly be addressed through track bed
design.
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2 Environmental Appraisal
Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

1.0 GENERAL RISKS
1.1

Project
Description,
Town Planning/
Infrastructure
Liabilities/
Operational
Surveyor Teams,
GI PORTAL

Does land or land rights (easements/way
leaves/permanent – temporary site
compounds, etc.) need to be purchased?
Note: even if works are within permitted
development (PD) rights there may be restrictions
as to what activities are allowed (e.g vegetation
clearance during nesting season).



• Seek advice from Town
Planning/Property/
Environment/Community
Relations Teams and
consult with external
stakeholders/ local
authorities (LA) where
necessary
• Site investigation/ surveys
• Design aspects: include
in/modify design/relocate to
avoid the need to address
these issues/ incorporate
mitigation measures
• Develop a Consent/
Environment/Communicati
on Strategy Plan(s) as
required
• Obtain consent (TWA
Order/ planning
permission/ area land
rights) if required
• Specify protective
measures in
design/contract/constructio
n requirements

The land between 127m
79ch to 29m 20ch on the
POD ELR, now belongs
to North Somerset
Council.
Access points for
maintenance along the
route; and emergency
services access at Pill
Tunnel will require land
to be purchased by
Network Rail.
Other access points may
require land purchases.
There may also be the
possibility of land
purchases for the new
stations at Portishead
and Pill depending on
the final location.
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1.2

1.3

1.4

Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Project
Description,
Town Planning/
Infrastructure
Liabilities/
Operational
Surveyor Teams,
GI PORTAL,
RAR, Utility
Diagrams

Is the land leased out or are there 3rd party
interests
or
onsite
utilities,
telecommunication, etc.)?

Town Planning
Team

Does the acquisition or lease of the land
change the status of the land

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL, Town
Planning Team

Yes

?

No

Comments

(but not limited to)
On a site along the
railway there is the
presence of a GSM-R
Tower.



Is land that may need to be
purchased/leased contaminated or a
licensed waste facility?

Possible action





The land to be
purchased is along an
old railway track which
was operational up to
the 1960’s. It is therefore
likely that there will be
some land will be some
contamination. The
Ground Investigation
survey will determine the
extent of contamination.
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Information
Sources
1.5

Town Planning
Team

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Does the project require Transport and
Works
Act
(TWA)
order/planning
permission or similar?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



The project will require
purchase of property for
the construction of
stations at both Pill and
Portishead.
Access points for
maintenance along the
route of the proposed
railway may need to be
purchased as the now
disused railway corridor
belongs to North
Somerset Council.
It is therefore highly
likely that a DCO will be
required pending
discussions of land
purchases.
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1.6

Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Town Planning/
Environment/
Community
Relations Teams

Has the Local Planning Authority or any
other Statutory Body expressed concern
over the project or similar projects?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



• Seek advice from Town
Planning/Property/
Environment/Community
Relations Teams
• Consult with external
stakeholders/LA

The LPA (North
Somerset Council) have
indicated support for the
project along with The
Portishead Railway
Group which was
established in 2000 to
encourage the reopening
of the railway.
There may be interest
groups such as farmers
or local residents who
may bring objections.
For mitigation a public
engagement strategy
and consultation needs
to be developed.
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Information
Sources
1.7

Town Planning/
Community
Relations/
Environment
Teams

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Have residents or any other interest group
indicated concern over the project or
similar projects?
Note: even if the works are within PD
rights and are common activities, e.g.
vegetation/tree clearance, this may still be
sensitivity for stakeholders.

?



• Seek advice from Town
Planning/Property/
Environment/Community
Relations Teams
• Consult with external
stakeholders/LA

There have been
complaints by residents
in the Pill community
about noise emanating
from freight services.
These complaints have
continued since the last
2010 GRIP appraisal
with some of the local
community even
threatening to form
blockades on the route
(Bristol Post, 17.6.2013).
Public engagement
strategy needs to be
developed to deal with
these risks.

Image Source (Bristol Post,
17.6.2013)
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Information
Sources
1.8

Town Planning
Team/local
authority

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Are there any local plans/development
proposals of land adjacent to/near the
project that may have future ramifications
on the project?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



• Seek advice from Town
Planning/Property/
Environment/Community
Relations Teams

Along the 3 mile stretch
of disused rail line there
are several proposed
developments plans,
including residential
development and a £15
million supermarket
(Sainsbury’s) which is
adjacent to an area that
may potentially be used
to access the proposed
Portishead Station.
Developments Plans can
be illustrated in figure 2.
(Taken from
Consultation Leaflet
February 2013, North
Somerset Council).
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Information
Sources
1.9

Project
Description

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Are there new or unusual features
associated with the project that may
become an issue with internal/external
stakeholders e.g. tall masts, incompatible
features with existing Network Rail
structures?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



• Consult internal Network
Rail stakeholders
• Design aspects: include
in/modify
design/incorporate
mitigation measures

Exisintg farm access in
the area of the disused
track is of concern.
Currently there are
proposals to alleviate
this problem by building
bridges to avoid level
crossings. These bridges
may affect the visual
amenity of nearby
residents and should be
taken into consideration
by the EIA team in a
Landscape and Visual
Section.
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Information
Sources
1.10

Guidance from
Asset steward/
other Network
Rail
departments,

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Any relevant Network Rail policies (such
as TWA/planning process)/conditions that
may require derogation (e.g. issues: inc
placing
substations
next
to
telecommunication masts) or adjacent to
other Network Rail projects?



• Consult internal Network
Rail stakeholders
• Design aspects: include
modify design/incorporate
mitigation measures

At the approach to
Portishead station there
will be a single retro
reflective sign (post
mounted) displaying a
fixed distant symbol
warning drivers of the
need to stop at the end
of the line.
Whilst the reconstructed
railway will be completed
with passive provision
for electrification
clearances there is no
proposal currently to
install O.L.E.

2.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

2.1

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL, RAR,
site investigation

Does the local environment constrain the
project e.g:
Flood plain?



• Consult internal Network
Rail stakeholders
• Design aspects: include
in/modify
design/incorporate
mitigation measures
• Consult with/obtain
consent if required (e.g.
building on a flood
plain/change to coastal
defences)

Parts of the track on the
operational section are
in flood zone 3 and 2
and this needs to be
taken into consideration
in a flood risk
assessment.
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Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Flooding?



Landslide?



Difficult access (e.g. steep embankment)?



Majority of the proposed
railway line is close to
River Avon and some of
the areas for the
proposed railway are in
flood zone 3 therefore
flood risk assessment
are needed.
AT 123m 66ch there is a
landslide on the down
side of the track.
Problems such as these
need to be alleviated
through engineering and
design to reduce risk.
The proposed Site of the
New Pill Station is on a
steep section and may
prove difficult for
construction as well as
gaining access to the
track, this needs to be
taken into consideration
from a design and
engineering aspect.
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Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

(but not limited to)

Other (specify e.g. pests such as rabbits)?

Along the 3 miles
disused railway giant
knotweed has been
recorded along and the
now overgrown
vegetation has the
potential to create
habitats for other
animals.



3.0

AGRICULTURE /FORESTRY/VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

3.1

GI PORTAL,
BAP, Site
survey

Does the project require taking good
quality agricultural land, or affect any
agriculture holding (e.g. severance)?

Comments



• Site investigation
• Consult with external
stakeholders (particularly if
noticeable amounts of
vegetation/trees/ habitat
are affected)
• Design aspects: include in/
modify design/incorporate
mitigation measures
• Obtain consent (LA
permission, etc.) if
required
• Specify protective
measures

The project may affect
access to agricultural
land as it cuts off access
to land. To alleviate the
problem bridges must be
built in order to allow
farmers access to land.
Consultation and Public
Engagement as well as
Design and Engineering
are key aspects to be
considered.
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Information
Sources
3.2

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Does the project need to clear vegetation
or trees on railway land or access routes?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



Even though vegetation
was cleared previously,
the route is again
overgrown with bramble
and other vegetation,
which needs to be
cleared before work can
begin on the site.
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Information
Sources
3.3

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Does the project need to remove
hedgerows?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



Vegetation clearance
must be carried out
inside the SSI Avon
Gorge and the Green
Ham Area. Natural
England has to be
informed and consent
will be required to carry
out any vegetation
clearance for
construction .
The line side vegetation
management standard
(NR/L2/TRK/5201) must
be applied when the
track is operational.
Bird Nesting Surveys will
need to be carried out
before any vegetation
clearance is undertaken
during breeding season.
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Information
Sources
3.4

GI PORTAL,
BAP,
HERITAGE,
Town Planning/
Environment
Teams

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will the project need to remove, trim, cut
trees under Tree Preservation Order (TPO)
or in local planning conservation areas?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



This is to be determined
by the EIA team.
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Information
Sources
4

AIR QUALITY

4.1

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL, Town
Planning Team/
LA –
(Environmental
Health Officers)

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will there be significant project activity that
could generate large quantities of
dust/noxious fumes or change the local air
quality?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



• Modify design/ incorporate
mitigation measures
• Consult with local
authorities
• Specify protective
measures

During the construction
phase there is potential
for the production of dust
as the proposed railway
will require earthworks.
This risk increases if the
earthworks are
conducted during spells
of dry weather.
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Information
Sources
4.2

4.3

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Are there adjacent/nearby receptors:
residences, businesses, schools, medical
facilities, etc.?

Are there any local authority policy
constraints (e.g. within/close to an Air
Quality Management Area, breaching of
government air quality objectives or limit
values)?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)
Along the route of the
disused railway there are
several receptors
including; Vale Housing
Estate, Elm Tree Farm,
Sheepway Farm, The
Royal Portbury
Dockyard, Several
residential developments
at Portishead, Trinity
School, Avon Wildlife
Trust, and commercial
businesses. On the
operational track, there
are residential
communities at Pill, The
Avon Gorge and Green
Ham SSSI’s. Further
Details can be found on
the attached map in
figure 3.
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Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

5

BUILDING, STRUCTURES, HISTORIC ASSOCIATION

5.1

GI PORTAL,
RAR,
HERITAGE, LA,
Town Planning
Team

5.2

5.3

Does the project affect a Listed Building,
structure and/or Scheduled Ancient
Monument; e.g. from piling, excavation,
demolition, change of use, visual
obstruction, potential for subsidence, cable
attachments, bridge platforms?
Does the project affect a local planning
Conservation Area, historic landscape
features or similar designated area?
Does the project affect any other historical
or man made feature likely to be of value?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)





• Seek advice from Town
Planning
• Consult with LA/Heritage
Agencies
• Design aspects: include
in/ modify design/
incorporate mitigation
measures
• Obtain local authority/
heritage consent if
required
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Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

6

CONTAMINATED LAND

6.1

GI PORTAL,
RAR,

GI PORTAL,
RAR
Contaminated
land reports/
database, site
survey, Railway
Estates/
Environment
team

?

No

• Site investigation
• Seek advice from
Environment Team
• Consult with LA if
remediation required
• Specify protective
measures



Is the project site located adjacent to/near
an externally owned (e.g. landfill/industrial
site) or Network Rail potentially
contaminated site or sidings?

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Will the project disturb contaminated land?

Contaminated
land reports/
database,
Railway
Estates/
Environment
team

6.2

Yes



Reinstating the 3 mile
disused section of the
railway will involve
earthworks. The land
was an active railway line
up to the 1960’s and as a
result has the potential to
be contaminated. Only
after Ground
Investigation works are
completed can a
conclusion be made on
how much contaminated
the land there is.

• Seek advice from
Environment Team
• Seek alternative site
• Site investigation
• Specify protective
measures, including
possible remediation
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Information
Sources
6.3

6.4

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL, RAR

Project
Description

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Will the project activities open up pathways
(e.g. channels) from contaminated areas to
environment/stakeholder receptors; e.g.
SSSIs



Will produced wastes/spent ballast likely to
be contaminated?



• Site investigation
• Seek advice from
Environment Team
• Design aspects: include
in/modify design/
incorporate mitigation
measures
• Specify protective
measures
• Seek advice from
Environment Team
• Site investigation/
sampling
• Follow NR/SP/ENV/044 for
used ballast and/or
hazardous/special waste
requirements

This can be assessed
further to planned GI
works.

There will be removal of
contaminated waste
throughout the entire
route.
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Information
Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

7

ECOLOGY (protected species/areas and invasive species)

7.1

GI PORTAL,
BAP, RAR,
HERITAGE,
Town Planning/
Environment
Teams, site
survey, LA BAP
local
conservation
organisations

Is the project site/access/staging areas/
compounds on/adjacent/nearby a statutory
nature conservation site (e.g. SSSI,
RAMSAR, SPA/SAC/cSAC/pSPA site) or
other ecological designations?

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



• Seek advice from
Environment Team
• Site survey
• Consult with local
Conservation Agencies/LA
• Design aspects: include in/
modify design/ incorporate
mitigation measures
• Obtain protected species
license if required
• Specify protective
measures/follow site
management plan (SMS) if
SSSI
• Train staff

The project Site is
Nearby to a RAMSAR
and SAC of the Severn
Estuary. The proposed
railway passes through
the Avon Gorge
Woodland SAC and
Leigh Woods Natural
Nature Reserve.
Pathways which can
lead to impacts to these
areas need to be
assessed.
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Information
Sources
7.2

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will the activity (e.g. working in a culvert,
drainage works) and/or materials used
have the potential to indirectly affect the
designation and/or a protected area (e.g.
downstream SSSI water quality)?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)
• Continue monitoring if
required



Given the proximity of
the project site to the
nearby RAMSAR
(~350m)and SAC of the
Severn Estuary (~350m);
as well as the proposed
railway passing through
the Avon Gorge
Woodland SAC and
Leigh Woods Natural
Nature Reserve, there is
potential for the
proposed works to affect
these designated sites
during both construction
and operational phases.
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Information
Sources
7.3

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Are there any protected species and/or
habitats e.g. bats, badgers, newts etc. at or
near the project site?



A Phase 2 Habitat and
Protected Species report
produced by Mott
MacDonald in 2011
concludes that Bats,
Grass Snakes, Slow
Worms, Badgers,
Greater Crested Newts,
Breeding Birds and
Invertebrates are
present near the project
site. This report will need
to be updated to reflect
what is on site so that
ecological risks can be
better understood.
If engineering works are
required for the Pill
Tunnel which may cause
changes to its structure
then bat surveys will
have to be conducted.
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Information
Sources
7.4

BAP, RAR, Site
survey

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Are there any invasive vegetation species
(Japanese knotweed, Giant hogweed, etc.)
at or near the project site?

• Site investigation
• Enabling works for removal
• Specify protective
measures



An Arboriculture Report
was produced in July
2007 between the route
125m 29ch to 12m 40ch.
Giant knotweed was
discovered along this
route. It is possible that
it can take up to three
years to remove
depending on the
recommended method
of removal.
This was again
confirmed by the site
walkover on 19.03.14
and photographed by
the ecologist. See
Photo:
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Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

8

LANDSCAPE/TOWNSCAPE/VISUAL

8.1

Project
Description,
Town Planning/
Environment
Teams, LA/
Heritage/
Conservation
Agencies

8.2

Is the site at/near or can be seen from a
National Park/World Heritage Site/Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)/local
landscape/coastal/townscape designation?

Will the visual amenity of lineside residents
be affected; e.g. removing vegetation,
erecting new/taller structures than existing
surroundings, demolition in Conservation
Areas?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)





• Site investigation
• Consult with local
Heritage/ Conservation
Agencies
• Design aspects: include in/
modify design/incorporate
mitigation measures (e.g.
restoration plan)
• Specify protective
measures

The freight line runs
along the River Avon,
through the Avon Gorge,
and goes under the
Clifton Suspension
Bridge. An old tow path
has been converted to a
cycle path. This whole
area is in a conservation
area. The diversion of
the cycle path will be
covered in the DCO.
There is potential for the
visual amenity of line
side residents to be
affected by the potential
construction of access
bridges for several farms
along the disused
railway.
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Information
Sources
8.3

8.4

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will new structures/project components
obstruct visual amenity of
dwellings/recreational areas/cultural
heritage/conservation areas?

Will grading and vegetation removal with
subsequent landscaping be required?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)





There will not be any
overhead line
electrification but the
construction of bridges
may have an impact on
the visual amenity of
some residents, this
should be taken into
consideration by the EIA
team in a Landscape and
Visual Assessment with
potential to mitigate any
impact through design.
Significant vegetation
removal will be required
along the disused section
of the railway; and
grading and vegetation
removal may also be
required in areas where
twin tracking is required
on the operational
railway between Pill
Junction and the
Portbury Dock Junction.

9.0 NUISANCE: NOISE, VIBRATION AND LIGHT
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Sources
9.1

9.2

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will noise/vibration likely to increase from
existing levels at site during construction?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)


Will it affect?

• Site noise investigation
• Consult with local
authorities (EHO)
• Design aspects: include in/
modify design/incorporate
mitigation measures
• Neighbour letter drops/
consultation
• Obtain Section 61 consent
if required
• Specify protective
measures
• Train staff
• Continue monitoring

Noise during
construction will increase
during daylight hours on
the disused section of
the railway. While for the
operational section of
the railway noise during
construction will increase
during the night and at
weekends. A Section 61
consent will be required
for these works.
Refer to Comment for
9.1

Adjacent/nearby residences?

Adjacent/nearby businesses, worship,
schools, hospitals, hotels etc.?



Adjacent/nearby SPA/SAC,
nesting birds, seasonal constraints?



Refer to Comment for
9.1
Refer to Comment for
9.1
Refer to Comment for
9.1
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Sources
9.3

9.4

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will the project occur at night/weekend or
public holiday (use of lights/noise)

Project
Description/
Noise Insulation
Regulations

Will noise/vibration likely to increase from
existing levels at site during operation?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Work on the operational
freight railway will most
likely be conducted at
nights/weekends and on
public holidays.





• Site noise investigation
• Seek advice from
Environment Team/Other
Network Rail departments
• Design aspects: include in/
modify design/incorporate
mitigation measures

During operation the
increase in the number
of trains on the line will
lead to an increase in
noise from the current
baseline levels.
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Environmental Considerations and
Risks

10

TRAFFIC GENERATION AND ACCESS

10.1

Project
Description

Will significant traffic (vehicular/heavy
loads) particularly through villages and
along farm/country roads be generated
(Public Rights of Way)?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



• Consult local
authorities/highways dept.
• Design aspects: include in/
modify design
• Obtain Highways consent if
required
• Specify protective
measures

During construction and
operation there is likely
to be an increase of
construction traffic
which may need to
access sections of the
track using Public
Rights of Way. Moor
Lane at Portishead may
be restricted until a
footbridge can be built.
Even though this is not
a registered footpath it
is being claimed as a
Bye-way by a rights of
way group.To get
equipment during
construction to the area,
the current road system
will have to be
employed. To
understand the risks a
Transport Statement will
need to be completed
as well as a
construction logistics.
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Sources
10.2

10.3

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will the scheme result in new vehicular
traffic flows? (Before and/or after)

Will it cause new pedestrian movements?
(Before and/or after)

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)





One of the options for a
new railway station at
Portishead can
potentially change the
existing route of Quays
Avenue and Harbour
Road and may lead to
the removal of the
roundabout bounded by
these two roads as well
as Phoenix Way.
The development of
new stations at
Portishead and Pill will
cause new pedestrian
movements during the
operational phase of the
railway, with increased
pedestrian traffic flows
expected. Pedestrian
flow Modelling could be
required.
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Sources
10.4

As above

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Any footpath, road closures/diversions
required during construction?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)
• As above



During construction
traffic management is
likely to be required, to
accommodate
construction activity and
road layouts.
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10.5

10.6

Project
Description

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Will parking outside railway land be
required (e.g. on streets, on/near lineside
neighbour’s land)

Are access points near adjacent properties
(nuisance including noise)

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)





• Specify protective
measures
• Train staff

Although not specifically
known at this stage
exactly where, but
parking on the A369
highway may be
needed to gain access
to the infrastructure.
Currently access points
are limited and for
construction and
operational activities
there is a proposal to
open up permanent
access points along the
entire route of the
railway which could
potentially be adjacent
to properties.
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Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

WATER RESOURCES, POLLUTION (including Silt) AND DRAINAGE

11.1

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL, RAR,
Surface water
risk assessment
model, Site
investigation

11.2

11.3

Will the works occur within 8-m of the bank
and/or in a designated main river

Will the project need to remove vegetation
close to/on or in a riverbank?

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

11

Is the project on/near/adjacent to a
watercourse and drainage channels?

No

• Site investigation
• Consult with local
Environment
Agency/DEFRA for
coastal/ marine/estuary
areas
• Design aspects: include in/
modify/design to remove
the need for a consent
• Obtain work near
watercourses, obstruction
to watercourse, discharge
to controlled waters and/or
sewerage system, etc.
consents if required
• Specify protective
measures (e.g. Site
Drainage Plan, Emergency
Incident Plan)
• Continue monitoring



The majority of the
existing freight line
follows the River Avon,
albeit at a higher level.
The project is also within
close proximity of the
Severn Estuary and
several smaller ponds
along the entire track of
the disused railway.
A lake exists close to the
former Ham Green Halt
station. This lake does
get contaminated due to
track drainage problems
through Pill Tunnel.
The current freight line
runs along the Avon
River which is a
designated river.
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Information
Sources
11.4

11.5

11.6

11.7

11.8

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Comments

(but not limited to)

Is it likely to affect the flow of
watercourses?



Will works occur around a water source
protection area or require abstraction of
water from a well?



Will works occur near marine waters, on
coastal areas below mean high tide or
affecting navigation?



Will it generate a discharge either directly
to a watercourse or to soakaway/ground;
e.g. dewatering operation/discharge from a
bund?
Will it generate a discharge to a foul
sewer?

Possible action





The station works will
have facilities for staff or
public usage which will
most likely go to a foul
sewer.
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11.9

Project
Description, GI
PORTAL, RAR,
Site
investigation

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Will waste/spoil be stockpiled,
materials/chemicals/fuels/oils stored at site
that could enter a watercourse, major
aquifer underneath or on a flood plain?

• Establish protective
measures
• Train staff



12

?

This will be confirmed
when more details are
known about
construction. A Flood
Risk Assessment will
need to be conducted
because of the nearby
estuary and flood plain.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
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12.1

Project
Description,
NDS/ Town
Planning/
Environment
Teams

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

•

Key questions to consider in this plan
include, but are not limited to;
Will onsite disposal or land purchase be
required?



Will it generate large quantities of surplus
material; i.e. spoil, sleepers?



Will it generate hazardous wastes; e.g. oil,
paint cans, contaminated land?

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Network Rail requires all projects to
develop and implement a Site Waste
Management Plan.

Can surplus material be reused (spares,
spoil, etc.)?

No

Design aspects: include
in/ modify design: reuse,
recover, recycle
• Consult with and obtain
consent from local
authorities/Environmental
Agencies for storage/
management concerns
• Obtain environmental
permit if necessary
• Specify protective
measures in the SWMP

Spoil may be potentially
contaminated from the
previously used railway
line. This may be spread
within the infrastructure
boundary.
The majority of the
redundant 3 mile
disused rail track cannot
be reused and will need
to be disposed.
There is potential for
components such as
wooden sleepers, clips
and bull head rail to be
reused in a heritage
railway.



Alternatively the
redundant line can be
sold as scrap.



Depending on results
from the Ground
Investigation, there may
be potential for the
project to generate spoil
from contaminated land.
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Environmental Considerations and
Risks

13

SUSTAINABILITY: ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNTITIES

13.1

Project
Description/
Environment
Team

Yes

?

No

Possible action

(but not limited to)

Can recycled/reclaimed materials such as
sleepers/ballast/spoil/cables be used
instead of raw materials?



• Modify design/contract/
construction strategy to
capitalise on opportunities
• Build into SWMP
• Modify design/contract/
construction strategy to
capitalise on opportunities

13.2

Can the project help meet the
requirements of sustainable consumption;
can sustainable materials be incorporated
into the design?

Comments



The reclaimed materials
have been determined to
be unsuitable for reuse for
the proposed
development and raw
materials will have to be
used.
Sustainable procurement
practices can be
employed for the project,
for example to procure
track timber from credibly
certified sources in
accordance with
standards set by the
WWF Global Forest
Trade Network (WWFGFTN).
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Information
Sources
13.3

Can the project demonstrate a reduction in
the reliance on fossil fuels; can renewable
energy be incorporated into the design?
Has whole life embedded carbon been
considered?

13.4

13.5

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Can energy/water efficiency be gained
through building design/supply chain?

Project
Description/
Environment
Team

Can work be performed in parallel with
another project reducing wastage,
duplication and redundancy of materials,

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)
Whole life carbon has not
been taken into
consideration at this
stage, but the general
principle of the
development is to reduce
congestion and car trips
by providing an additional
transport route which will
lead to a reduction in
fossil fuel use.



Sustainable acquisition
methods can be used to
source materials as close
to the project as possible
to reduce carbon
emissions. Energy
efficiency can potentially
be gained from design
especially in the proposed
rail stations but it is too
early in the design phase
to make conclusive
statements on this.





• Modify design/contract/
construction strategy to
capitalise on opportunities

The Portishead reopening will be integrated
with the Bristol Area
Resignalling Scheme and
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Sources

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

(but not limited to)

timing and resources?
Project
Description/
Environment
Team
13.6

13

• Modify design/contract/
construction strategy to
capitalise on opportunities

Can effluents and discharges be
minimised?

Are there other areas where environmental
and sustainable benefits can be gained;
such as

13.9

Positive communication/interactive
consultation with lineside neighbours/other
stakeholders?





Electrification of the Great
Western Main Line
thereby reducing
wastage, duplication and
redundancy of materials,
timing and resources.
By creation of a waste
management plan
effluents and discharges
can be minimised.



Can potentially polluting materials be
replaced with less harmful materials (e.g.
biodegradable oils)?

13.8

Comments

Potentially but this is not
known at this stage.

A public engagement
team can be employed to
the project area to take
into consideration the
stakeholders that are
affected by the project.
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13.10

13.11

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Innovative environmental designs/methods
of work?

Positive contribution to habitats/protected
species?

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)
Through sustainable
procurement and
sustainable design
methods, there is
potential for
environmental and
sustainable benefits of
this project.





A phase 2 habitat
assessment was done in
September 2011 by Mott
MacDonald. This
indicated the presence of
Greater Crested Newts,
Bats and Slow Worms
located in close proximity
to the development.
There is potentially an
opportunity to improve
habitats that currently
exist but this needs to be
done in conjunction with
an updated phase 2
habitat and protected
species report.
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Sources
13.12

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)

Other (specify on action log)?



The railway line, once
operational will help
reduce road congestion in
the area and will aid in
reducing carbon
emissions by providing a
mass transit service
which can help to reduce
carbon emissions and
hence promote
sustainable practices
while reducing air
emissions.
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Sources
13.13

Environmental Considerations and
Risks

Are there any other possible environmental
effects specific to this project? If so list
them:
e.g. electro-magnetic effects,
settlement, local issues/policies

Yes

?

No

Possible action

Comments

(but not limited to)



There are questions of
access to private farm
land which need to be
addressed as mitigation
of this particular problem
can lead to other
environmental effects,
such as visual impacts.
The ground investigation
survey needs to be
completed to give a better
idea of the extent of the
ground contamination
present at the project site.
An updated Phase 2
habitat survey may need
to be carried out in order
to make
recommendations about
possible mitigation
strategies for dealing with
protected species,

OTHER
14.1

Are there any other possible environmental
effects specific to this project? If so list
them: e.g. electro-magnetic effects,
settlement, local issues/policies



EMR See above. No
Overhead Line
Electrifying is proposed
for the project.
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Figure 1: Statutory Areas Within Proposed Railway
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Figure 2: Development Plans(from Consultation Leaflet February 2013, North Somerset Council)
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Figure 3.1 – Showing Disused Section 1 In Relation to surroundings.
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Figure 3.2 – Showing Disused Section 2 In Relation to surroundings.
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Figure 3.1 – Showing Operational Section of proposed project In Relation to surroundings.
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3 GLOSSARY
Abbreviations
AONB

Area of Natural Beauty

BAP

Biodiversity Action Plan (plus accompanying
guidance sheets/toolkits)

CR-E

NR/SP/ENV/015 Network Rail Contract
Requirements, Environment

cSAC

Candidate Special Areas of Conservation

EA

Environmental Appraisal

EHO

Environmental Health Officer

EMP

Environment Management Plan

GRIP

Guide to Railway Investment Projects

HERITAGE

Network Rail-wide database of protected land and/or
buildings

LA

Local Authority

GI PORTAL

Network Rail-wide property Geographical Information
System

NDS

National Delivery Service

PD

Permitted Development

PSPA

Potential Special Protection Area

RAMSAR Site

Wetlands of International Importance Designation

RAR

Railtrack Asset Register

SAC

Special Areas of Conservation

SMS

Site Management Statement

SPA

Special Protection Area

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

TPO

Tree Preservation Order

TWA

Transport and Works Act
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Statutory Agencies
Environment
Agencies

Environment Agency for England and Wales

Conservation
Agencies

Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA)

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)

Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department (SEERAD)
Natural England (NE)
Countryside Council for Wales (CCW)
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
Heritage Agencies

English Heritage
Welsh Heritage Agency (CADW)
Historic Scotland
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Possible Consent Needed for Project Work
Consent Type

Responsible Agency

YES/NO/TBC

• Development Consent Order; or
• TWA Order if require compulsory purchase of land

Secretary of State

YES

• Planning permission from local authorities (Town and
Country Planning Act 1990)
• Listed Buildings/Conservation Area (Town and Country
Planning Act)
Trees and Ecology

Local Planning Authority

NO

Local Planning authority

NO

• Work affecting Tree Preservation Orders, which offer legal
protection to trees (Town and Country Planning (Trees)
Regulations 1999)
• Licence for felling timber (Forestry Act 1967)

Local Planning Authority

TBC

Local Planning Authority

TBC

• Works affecting Important Hedgerows (Hedgerow
Regulations 1997)
• Licence for disturbance to badgers (Protection of Badgers
Act 1992)
• Other wildlife consents required for works affecting
protected species e.g. great crested newts, bats
Noise and Vibration

Local Planning Authority

YES

Defra

YES

Natural England/Defra

YES

• Section 61 consent on nuisance (noise) during construction
(under the Control of Pollution Act 1974)

Local Authority – Environment
Health Officer

YES

• Highways stopping/diversion consent (including temporary
closures)
• Vehicle crossing consents (Highways Act 1980)
Water Resources (quality and hydrology)

Local Highways Authority

YES

• Consent for works over, under or adjacent to designated
main rivers (Land Drainage Act /Water Resources Act
1991)
• Works affecting flow/structures in watercourse or
navigation (Land Drainage Act 1991)
• Works around water source protection area (Water
Resources Act 1991)
• Consent for works within 8m of a watercourse (Land
Drainage bylaws)
• Water abstraction license (Water Resources Act 1991)
• Consent for dewatering/discharge of water from
excavations (Land Drainage Act 1991)
• Consent for discharge to controlled water and/or
groundwater (Water Resources Act 1991/Groundwater
Regulations)
• Water Authority Consent to discharge to foul sewer (Water
Industries Act 1991)
• Consent for works in coastal areas and marine waters
(Coastal Protection Act 1949/Harbours Act 1964)
Waste Management

Environment Agency

YES

Environment Agency

NO

Environment Agency

YES

Local Planning Authority

YES

Environment Agency
Environment Agency

NO
TBC

Environment Agency

NO

Sewerage undertaker

NO

Marine Management
Organisation

NO

Landtake

Secretary of State

Traffic Generation and Access
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Environment Agency
NO
• Environmental Permitting (England and Wales)
Regulations 2006
**Note Legislation refers to regulations in England and Wales; regulation in Scotland differs; however,
similar permission/consents apply
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